Fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy: Basics and applications.
This chapter presents a concise introduction into the method of Fluorescence Lifetime Correlation Spectroscopy (FLCS). This is an extension of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) that analyses fluorescence intensity fluctuations from small detection volumes in samples of ultra-low concentration. FCS has been widely used for investigating diffusion, conformational changes, molecular binding/unbinding equilibria, or chemical reaction kinetics, at single molecule sensitivity. In FCS, this is done by calculating intensity correlation curves for the measured intensity fluctuations. FLCS extends this idea by calculating fluorescence-lifetime specific intensity correlation curves. Thus, FLCS is the method of choice for all studies where a parameter of interest (conformational state, spatial position, molecular environmental condition) is connected with a change in the fluorescence lifetime. After presenting the theoretical and experimental basis of FLCS, the chapter gives an overview of its various applications.